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The Expanding 
Gospel

2

Moses takes us back to the beginning, but which beginning? Noth
ing in the restored gospel is more stimulating to the inquiring mind than 
the infinitely expanded panorama o f time and space it spreads before us. 
Our existence is viewed not as a one-act play, beginning with instan
taneous creation ofeverything out ofnothing and ending with its disso
lution into the immaterial nothing from which it came (as St. Jerome 
puts it), but as a series o f episodes o f which for the present we are allowed 
to view only a few. The play has always been going on and always will 
be: the man Adam played other roles and was known by different names 
before he came here, and after his departure from mortal life he assumes 
other offices and titles. Even in this life everyone changesfrom oneform  
to another, gets new names and callings and new identities as he plays his 
proverbial seven parts, but always preserving his identity as the same 
conscious living being. The common religion o f the human race centers 
around that theme: the individual and the society passfrom one stage o f 
life to another not by a gradual and imperceptible evolution but by a series 
o f abrupt transformations, dramatized the world over in rites o f passage, 
of which birth and death are the prime examples, coming not unannounced 
but suddenly and irresistibly when their time is ripe; other passages, as 
into puberty and marriage, follow the same pattern.
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Nibley on the Timely and the Timeless

In such a perspective o f eternity the stock questions o f controversy 
between science and religion become meaningless. When did it all begin — 
can you set a date? Were there ever humanlike creatures who did not 
belong to the human race? (There still are!) How old is the earth? the 
universe? How long are they going to last? What will we do in heaven 
forever? And so on. Nothing is settled yet, not only because the last 
precincts are never heard from in science—and their report always 
comes as a shocker—but because we are far from getting the last word in 
religion either; for us the story remains open-ended, at both ends, in a 
progression o f beginnings and endings without beginning or end, each 
episode proceeding from what goes before and leading to the next. The 
Absolutes o f the University o f Alexandria, to which the doctors o f the 
Christians and the Jews were completely in the thrall from the fourth 
century on, simply do not exist for Latter-day Saints. Instead o f that, they 
have a much bigger book to study; it is time they were getting with it.

The expression "expanding gospel" is not a contradiction 
of terms. Even the Roman Catholic authorities concluded 
after much thought that the proper business of theology 
and philosophy is to expand men's knowledge of the 

gospel while leaving the scriptures, the sacred deposit and source 
of that knowledge, untouched by the addition or subtraction of so 
much as a syllable.1 Thus men, by the exercise of their intellects, 
may add to the gospel, but God may not. But this puts the thun
der before the lightning: where has God imposed any limits on 
His own prerogative of imparting His word to man? The scrip
tural warnings against adding or subtracting, aside from being 
limited to specific individual books, are addressed specifically to 
men—no man may add to the scriptures. That imposes no restric
tion on God. But it is men who have expanded and contracted the 
scope of the holy writ to conform to their broad or narrow views 
of the gospel; it is men who have selected the books that make up 
the word of God, and these men have not been in agreement. The 
debate has raged for centuries about certain well-known writings 
and still remains undecided.2

Now we are faced by a new and important development. 
A sizable number of writings have recently been discovered
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The Expanding Gospel

claiming apostolic or otherwise inspired authorship and enjoying 
unprecedented antiquity. What is to be done with them? Of the 
author of some of the prophecies in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Father 
Danielou writes:

A revelation was made known to him . . . that the 
Messiah was near. . . . Now what is amazing is that 
this prophecy was verified exactly. Thus between the 
great prophets of the Old Testament and John the Bap
tist he emerges as a new link in the preparation for the 
Advent of Christ: he is, as Michaud writes, one of the 
great figures of Israel's prophetic tradition. It is amaz
ing that he remained so unknown for so long. Now 
that he is known the question arises as to what we are 
going to do about this knowledge. . . . Why does not 
this message, then, form part of inspired Scripture?3

This question, says Danielou, now confronts equally the 
Jewish and the Christian world. How can they expand their 
gospel to include the words of a newly found prophet? If the new 
discoveries only contained exactly what was already known and 
accepted, there would be no objection to admitting them to the 
canon; but neither would they have any message for us, save to 
confirm what is already known. But what makes the documents 
so exciting is that they follow along familiar grooves to the end 
and then continue onward into new territory, expanding the con
fines of the gospel. Are we to assume that their writers, so strict 
and upright in their ways and so conscientious in their teachings, 
are Saints as far as we can follow them, only to become deluded 
purveyors of fraud and falsehood the moment they step beyond 
territory familiar to us?

Before reaching a decision on this important head, our first 
obligation is to inform ourselves as to what it is that these writ
ings teach over and above conventional Jewish and Christian doc
trine—what they teach, that is, seriously and as a whole. Specu
lative flights and picturesque oddities can be expected in any 
sizable apocryphal writing, and when such are confined to one or 
two texts, they can be ruled out as serious doctrine. But in work
ing through the newly found documents, one soon becomes 
aware of certain themes that receive overwhelming emphasis and 
appear not only in a few texts but in many or most of them. Such 
deserve our serious attention. Among the most conspicuous of 
these is the matter of a certain council held in heaven "at the
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foundation of the world" where the divine plan of salvation was 
presented and received with acclamations of joy; joined to this we 
are presented almost invariably with some account of the opposi
tion to that plan and the results of that opposition. Around these 
two themes of the plan and the opposition a great deal of the old 
apocryphal writing revolves.

But it is in the very oldest records of the race that we find 
some of the clearest statements of the doctrines, which in the old
est fragment of all actually goes under a recognized label as "the 
Memphite theology." The antiquity of the material contained in 
the so-called Shabako Stone of the British Museum has been fully 
demonstrated and is today not seriously questioned.4 The only 
puzzle to scholars has been how anything so completely thought 
out and sophisticated could turn up in what may well be the old
est known religious text in existence. There is nothing "primitive" 
in this dramatic presentation that was to mark the founding of the 
First Dynasty of Egypt. It is divided into two parts, historical and 
theological, the former explaining how the kingdom came to be 
established and organized after its peculiar fashion, and the latter 
how and why the world itself was created. The beholder of the 
drama, which was enacted by the priests with the king taking the 
leading role, is never allowed to forget that what is ritually done 
on earth is but the faithful reflection of what was once done in 
heaven.5 Since a number of scholars today see an unbroken line 
of succession between the "Memphite theology" and the Logos 
theology of John, the Shabako Stone may not be out of place as 
the starting point in a study of the expanding gospel.6 But quite 
aside from that, it deserves mention as the earliest and one of the 
best descriptions of the Council in Heaven.

In the beginning, we are told, "all the gods assembled in the 
presence" of Geb, who "made a division between Horus and Seth, 
and forbade them to quarrel," giving each his assigned portion.7 
Then for some reason Geb decided that Horus should be his 
unique heir and solemnly announced to the assembled gods, 
pointing to Horus, "I have chosen thee to be the first, thee alone; 
my inheritance shall be to this my heir, the son of my son ,. . .  the 
first-born, opener of the ways, a son born of the birthday of Wep- 
wawet"; that is, on the New Year, the Day of Creation.8 Thus, 
instead of being two portions, they were both united for the du
ration of the festival.9 The middle portion of the Shabako Text is 
obliterated, but from countless other Egyptian sources we know 
that the conflict between Horus and Seth never ceased on this
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earth, the combat and victory of Horus being ritually repeated at 
every coronation.10 After rites dealing with a baptism, resurrec
tion, and the building of the temple at Memphis, the text breaks 
off completely to resume with a catalogue of Ptah's titles such as 
"he who sitteth upon the great throne, Heavenly Father who begot 
Atum, Heavenly Mother who bore Atum, the Great One, the 
Mind and Mouth [heart and tongue] of the Council of the Gods 
[the Ennead]."11 "In the heart [of Ptah] through whose mind and 
word all the spirits were brought forth."12

And through whose mind and word [of God] all physi
cal members were invested with power, according to 
the doctrine that He [God] is as that which is in every 
body [i.e., the heart] and in every mouth [i.e., the 
tongue] of every god, of every human, of every animal, 
of every creeping thing, of whatsoever possessed life; 
for whatever is thought and whatever is uttered is ac
cording to his w ill.. . .  The council of the gods brought 
forth the seeing of the eyes, the hearing of the ears, the 
breathing of the nose, that these might convey infor
mation to the heart, which in turn became aware of 
things, to which awareness the tongue gives expres
sion, giving utterance to the mind. In such a way were 
all the gods brought forth—Atum and the council of 
Nine. But the word of God was first that which was 
conceived in his mind and then what was commanded 
by his tongue. In such a way were the spirits brought 
forth and the hmswt-spirits elected, for the provision of 
all nourishment and food, according to the mind and 
word of God.13

The best interpretation of hmswt-spirits, following Kurt Sethe's 
long discussion of the word, would seem to be spirits chosen for 
specially high callings, in particular to have progeny.14 The spirits 
having been thus created and a physical basis for life supplied, a 
law was laid down,

that he who does what is good [lovable, desirable] shall 
be given life to be in a state of peace [or salvation], while 
he who does evil [that which is hateful] shall be given 
death to be in a state of punishment [or condemna
tion]. All the works [of men], all the arts and crafts, the 
labors of the arms and the goings of the legs, the motion 
of all the members are subject to this law, conceived in
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the mind and declared by the tongue [of God], which 
law shall be the measure [yimakh] of all things."15

All this was done and nourishment and food and all other 
good things provided by God alone and He saw that His work 
was good.16 "And thus it was that all the gods and all the spirits 
assembled" before the throne of God, the source of all life and 
joy.17 The king, representing Osiris, who is the dead king, his own 
predecessor, "goes through the secret gates in the splendor of the 
lord of Eternity, . . .  in the footsteps of Re of the great throne, to 
enter the courts on high and become united with the gods and 
with Ptah, the ancient of days [lord of years]." In the concluding 
scene the earthly king publicly embraces his son and heir, declar
ing his calling and succession, even as the god did in the begin
ning.18

That the picture actually goes back to Menes, the founder of 
the First Dynasty, is confirmed right at the beginning of the Pyra
mid Texts in a writing for Teti, the second king of the dynasty and 
immediate successor of Menes:

Spoken by the great heavens in the midst of the lower 
hall of Geb [i.e., the temple of Memphis as the earthly 
counterpart of the heavenly court]. This is Teti, my 
beloved son, who sits upon the throne of Geb [the 
principle of patriarchal succession], who is well 
pleased with him; he hath declared him to be his heir 
in the presence of the great assembly of all the gods; 
every god hath acclaimed him joyfully with upraised 
hands, saying, Worthy is Teti with whom his father 
Geb is well pleased!"19

In the Coffin Texts the theme is carried on as Ptah summons 
the Great Assembly, "they who share the secrets," gives them for
mal greeting, and introduces his son and heir to them, who, 
shouting for joy, acclaim him as the earthly Prince of Peace and 
Righteousness.20 The earthly rites reflect the heavenly, and the 
king (or noble) announces in his Coffin Text, "I am in the human 
assembly what he is in heaven. I am . . . the seed of Atum, the 
issue of him who gives the names in the day when Atum dis
cussed it with the gods."21

The great Babylonian creation text, the Enuma Elish, begins 
and ends with the great assembly in heaven. "As once above," it 
starts out, "when the heavens had not yet received their name 
and the earth below was not known, . . . the Creator, he of vast
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intelligence, omniscience, omnipotence," presided over "a great 
assembly among his brethren the gods."22 Since the purpose of 
this version of the hymn is to exalt Marduk of Babylon, he takes 
over the principal functions of creating man and settling the score 
with the adversary. The most concise statement is on tablet VI: 
"Then Marduk resolved upon a wondrous work. He opened his 
mouth and addressed Ea [his father], and told him of what he had 
conceived in his heart: T wish to bring blood and bone together 
and to organize them into a human being, whose name shall be 
man; let it be his duty to serve the gods and satisfy them /"23 To 
provide satisfaction, however, was beyond the power of man, and 
"Marduk, in order that there be satisfaction, proposed a plan to 
the gods: 'Let one of their race be put to death that humanity 
might be. Let one of the assembled gods be delivered up as a 
guilty one, that they might subsist.'"24 But Kingu opposed the 
plan; it was he who made Tiamat rebel and caused the war. But 
he was defeated and cast down by Marduk, and the great assem
bly gave all the power of heaven and earth to Anu and through 
him to Marduk for carrying out the execution of the plan.25 
Throughout, the earthly rites are a ritual repetition of what was 
done (in the opening words and title of the hymn) "Once above" 
(enuma elish); and the affair ends with the admonition that the rites 
be repeated at the same place from year to year forever: "Let them 
rehearse throughout the ages to come at this spot what God has 
done, that they may never forget it. . . .  For this is the earthly 
image of that which is done in the heavens.. . .  Great planner, full 
of loving-kindness, may he forgive their sins and deliver them by 
his grace. . . . Let us praise his name. They who have taken their 
places in the assembly to declare his name, in the holy place let 
them all together proclaim his name."26 Though the texts are full 
of repetitions, contamination, overlapping of different versions 
coming from different times and places, the main themes of the 
council and the plan recur consistently.27

We know today that the religion of Israel cannot be studied 
in isolation from that of its neighbors, and for many years the ex
perts have recognized affinities between the documents just cited 
and certain biblical texts. We have referred to them here, how
ever, primarily to forestall the claim commonly made that the 
doctrines we are considering are of late, even Gnostic origin. The 
newly discovered Jewish and Christian apocrypha have so much 
to say about the Council in Heaven and the plan laid down at the 
foundation of the world that every student should be aware of
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the very great antiquity and wide ramifications of the idea. Accor
ding to Ben Sira, the great assemblies of Israel were the ritual 
repetition not merely of the gathering at the foot of Sinai but 
specifically of the great assembly at the creation of the world, 
when "God set before them [the human race-to-be] a covenant, 
the Law of Life . . . and showed them his judgments. Their eyes 
beheld his glorious majesty and their ears heard his voice."28 Ac
cording to 2 Baruch, the whole plan of the history of the world was 
set forth in detail "when the Mighty One took counsel to create 
the world."29 According to the book of Enoch, in the beginning 
"the Head of Days, his head like white wool, sat with the Son of 
Man beside him upon the throne of His glory, and the books of 
the living were opened before Him," the books of the living being 
the register of names of those who were to live upon the earth.30 
Then the calling or mission of the Son and the plan, both of which 
had been kept secret until then, were "revealed to the Elect."31 It 
is not too much to say that the dominant theme of the Thanksgiv
ing Hymns of the Dead Sea Scrolls is an ecstatic contemplation of 
the wonder of man's participation in heavenly affairs going back 
to the beginning. Consider a few lines from Hymn 6 (or F):

Thou hast caused me to mount up to an eternal height 
and to walk in an inconceivable exaltation. And I know 
that there is a hope for everyone whom thou didst 
form of dust in the presence of the eternal assembly; 
and that the sinful spirit whom thou hast purified of 
great sin may be counted with the host of the saints 
and enter the society of the congregation of the Sons of 
Heaven. Thou didst appoint unto man an eternal share 
with the Spirits that Know, they praise thy name in 
joyful unison with them and to recount thy wondrous 
works in the presence thereof.32

The whole point of this is that man actually belongs by prior 
appointment to that community of the Elect who share in the 
knowledge of the plan and who shouted for joy at the foundation 
of the world. In the preceding hymn, God is hailed as "Prince of 
the Gods and King of the Venerable Ones": and we must remind 
ourselves that this is neither a Gnostic nor a pagan production.33 
The baffling tenth and eleventh pages of the Manual of Discipline 
come to life in light of this imagery. To refer their message to prayers 
at various times of day makes good sense, since, as we have 
noted, earthly rites are but the reflection of heavenly events; but
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if we leave it there much is left unexplained. "He has placed them 
as an eternal treasure, and established for them a share with the 
saints, and has joined their society to the family of the sons of 
Heaven, the council of the Church, and the assembly of the Temple, 
an establishment [literally, 'planting'] which reaches forever into 
the future and the past."34 The word that we have translated as 
"share" above is usually rendered as "lot" (it occurs seventy-six 
times in the Old Testament), but it is not the gift of chance, but is 
rather one's lot in the sense of having been appointed by God ahead 
of time. If we turn back to the opening lines of the preceding sec
tion of the hymn, we may see in the prayers at dawn a conscious 
counterpart of the celestial drama: we are told of God's blessing 
"at the times which he fixed at the beginning of the rule of light, 
along with his cycles, and in the assembly at the place appointed 
by him, when the Watchers of Darkness also began." The Watch
ers, as is well known, were fallen angels, here the equivalent of 
those who first opposed the Rule of Light. At that time, the text 
continues, God "opens his treasury and shows his plan." The 
treasury is referred to many times in the apocrypha, especially in 
the Hodayot Scroll, as that knowledge which was with God in the 
beginning, and which he imparted to His Elect.35 The last word of 
the phrase is in code—a plain indication that the text does indeed 
have a double meaning, as it goes on to tell us in terms of lamps 
in a shrine, of the shining ones being received in the mansion of 
glory. We are even told that the great light of the Holy of Holies 
here actually signifies something else.36

This interpretation is borne out at the beginning of the 
Clementine Recognitions, a work having close affinities to the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, in which Peter tells of "the plan [definitio] of God 
which he announced [promisit] as his own will and desire in the 
presence of the First Angels, and which he established as an eter
nal law for all."37 This is from a very early and strongly anti- 
Gnostic work, but the Gnostics have preserved the teaching and 
given it a characteristic Gnostic twist: "My Father, the joyful glo
rious light," says the Psalms of Thomas, "summoned all the 
Aeons of Peace [the First Angels have here become mere abstrac
tions], . . .  all his sons and all the angels, [and] . . . established 
them that they might rejoice in his greatness [i.e., share it]."38 
"All bowed the knee before him and . .  . sang his praises together, 
. . . hailing him as the Illuminator of the Worlds."39 The newly 
discovered Creation Apocryphon, another "Gnostic" interpreta
tion, tells us that this earth is the result of a discussion in heaven:
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"On that day began the discussion in which gods, angels, and 
men participated. And the decisions of the discussion were then 
carried out by gods, angels, and men. But the Prince Jaldabaoth 
did not understand the power of faith," and so was denied "the 
authority over matter" which the others shared.40 The power of 
faith, it will be recalled, was the power "by which the worlds 
were created" (cf. Hebrews 11:3).

The unimpeachably orthodox Pastor of Hermas is quite as 
specific: "Behold God, constructing the world in accordance with 
the great council [in some manuscripts, The most honored coun
cil'], . . . creating the beautiful world and turning it over to his 
chosen ones, that he might carry out his promise to them, which 
he gave in the midst of great glory and rejoicing, that is, if they 
keep his laws [legitima] which they accepted in great faith."41 
The Mandaean version is interesting because it calls the Creator 
Ptah-il, combining the archaic Egyptian and Semitic names,42 and, 
while giving the familiar account of the great council, adds the 
important detail that three messengers were sent down to super
vise the world and to instruct Adam, these three being glorious 
angels who were later to live upon the earth as ordinary mortals 
and prophets.43

So far we have only mentioned the bare fact of an assembly 
in the presence of God at the foundation of the world, but even so 
it has not been possible to do so without giving some indication 
of what the business of the meeting was, namely, the agreement 
upon the great plan which is to be "the measure of all things" for 
those who live upon the earth. Recently J. Fichtner has pointed 
out that the preoccupation with "Yahweh's plan" is the very core 
and center of Isaiah's thinking, and scholars are now noting that 
the presence of a heavenly council from the beginning has been 
part and parcel of Jewish thought from the earliest times.44 In fact, 
it was concentration on God's preexistent plan, Seligmann avers, 
that freed the Jews from the danger of falling into the "naturalis
tic fatalism" that engulfed the religions of their neighbors.45 Be
fore the Creation, according to 4 Ezra, "even then I [God] had 
these things in mind . . .  as also the end";46 and at the Creation it
self "when the Most High made the world, and Adam ,. . .  he first 
[of all] prepared the Judgment, and the things that pertain unto 
the Judgment."47 Where there is a purpose there is a plan; where 
there is neither, there is only chaos and change, leading to the 
"naturalistic fatalism" of the pagans and the philosophers. God 
knew, Enoch tells us, "before the world was created what is
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forever and what will be from generation to generation."48 Or, in 
the words of Ben Sira, "When God created His works from the be
ginning, after making them he assigned them their portions. He 
set in order his works for all time, and their authority unto their 
generations; . . . and after this God filled the earth with good 
things,. . .  and then finally created m an,. .  . and gave him a fixed 
number of days, and gave him authority over all the earth."49

When the plan is discussed, we usually hear of a definite 
time schedule as part of it, with set ages, dispensations, and ends 
carefully worked out and determined ahead of time, along with 
a definite and fixed number of spirits appointed to go to the 
earth in each of those dispensations. The so-called Manual of Dis
cipline has a positive obsession with times and periods as part of 
God's plan: "From God is the knowledge of all that is and all that 
will be; and before they existed he established their whole plan 
mahasebtam and when they exist [upon the earth] he prescribes the 
conditions of their existence according to his glorious plan."50 
Since God created man "according to his own plan [or purpose]," 
says a Thanksgiving Hymn, "before thou didst create them, thou 
didst know all their doings from eternity to eternity."51 This 
writer often reminds us that man was allowed to share in the 
plan: "In the wisdom of thy knowledge thou didst establish their 
knowledge before they existed . . . and without thy knowing 
nothing was done."52 The War Scroll reminds us that both bles
sing and cursing are but the faithful working out of God's plan, 
that a definite day "has been appointed for the overthrow and 
humbling of the rule of Wickedness," and that the saints should 
never despair in their time of probation "until God gives the sign 
that he has completed his test."53 The Zadokite documents teach 
that the wicked on this earth were those who were not chosen and 
called up in the preexistence; thus Rabin translated a key passage 
on the subject:

For God has not chosen them "from of old, [from the 
days of] eternity," and before they were established He 
knew their works and abhorred the generations [when 
they arose], and He hid His face from the land from 
[their arising] (or: and from Israel) until their being 
consumed. And He knows (or: knew) the years of their 
existence and the number (or: set times) and exact 
epochs of all them that come into being in eternity (or: 
in the worlds) [and past events], even unto that which 
will befall in the epochs of all the years of eternity (or:
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the world). And in all of them He raised for Himself 
"men called by name/' in order "[to leave] a remnant" 
for the land and to fill the face of the universe of their 
seed, and to make (or: and He made) known to them 
by the hand of His anointed ones His holy spirit and 
shew them (or [demonstration of]) truth. And with ex
actitude He [set out] their names; but those whom He 
hated He caused to stray.54

Rabin has taken liberties with the next-to-last sentence which, as 
many have pointed out, states as clearly as possible that God has 
made known the truth to chosen spirits, called up in the premor
tal existence, through the Holy Ghost, bestowed "by the hand of 
His Messiah."55

Almost always when the plan is mentioned something is 
said about its glad reception, "when the morning stars sang to
gether, and all the sons of God shouted for joy" (Job 38:7). The 
great year rites, common to all ancient societies, are a rehearsal of 
the Creation, usually presented in dramatic form; invariably the 
rites end with a great and joyful acclamation.56 Thus the conclud
ing lines of the Shabako Stone, with which we began our story: 
"so all the gods and all the spirits came together to hail God upon 
his throne . . . and they rejoiced before him in his temple, the 
source of all good things."57 And the Mesopotamian Enuma Elish 
ends with an exhortation to all men to "come to this place and re
joice and celebrate the festival," hailing God for His wonderful 
deeds and His loving-kindness, even as was done "once above" 
[Akkadian: enuma elish].58 In the rites of the asvemedha, the king is 
joyfully hailed at the Creation as a reminder that the question put 
to Job, "Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth, 
when the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God 
shouted for joy?" was not a rhetorical question at all, for Job is 
expected to give the right answer—"answer for thou knowest!" 
This is confirmed in the Testament of Job, where that prophet 
says, "The Lord spake with me in power, and showed me the past 
and future."59 The same writing recommends study of the hymns 
of Job's daughter, designating them as inspired poems. The word 
poema, meaning literally "creation," owes its prominence, as Wal
ter Otto has shown, to the circumstance that the first poets were 
all inspired people who sang one and the same song, namely the 
Song of Creation: that was the standard ritual hymn at all the an
cient cult centers where the muses were housed and the royal 
year rites rehearsed and performed.60
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The whole purpose of the book of Jubilees is to show that 
the great rites of Israel, centering about the temple and the throne, 
are a celebration "which had been observed in heaven since the 
creation."61 All who were present on that occasion, according to 
1 Enoch, took an oath to abide by the proposed order and then 
burst forth into a mighty spontaneous shout of joy.62 Like Job, the 
psalmist of the Thanksgiving Hymns is frightfully downcast un
til he is reminded that "the humble bless thee, while the Sons 
of Heaven jubilate in eternal glory."63 "Thou hast placed the lot of 
man eternally with the eternal spirits to shout for joy and to tell 
thy wonders."64 The thing to notice here is that man shares fully 
in these heavenly jubilations; the poet is simply intoxicated with 
the assurance that man, a mere speck of "wet dust," is allowed 
not only to know about the secret councils of the beginning, but 
actually to share in them, not only as a participant but as one of 
the directors! The words marvelous, knowledge, treasures, secrets, 
counsel, intelligence, understanding, and so forth, occur in constant 
and varied association in the scrolls. "Mere man is to be raised up 
to join the heavenly hosts . . . and be among Those Who Know in 
the great choir of jubilation."65 "Who is man that God gives him 
intelligence to share in such marvels and let him know his true se
crets?"66 "Thou hast given to thy children a rich portion of the 
knowledge of thy Truth, and to the degree of a man's knowledge 
will he be glorified."67

This equating of knowledge with glory may lie at the root of 
the unique Jewish reverence for things of the mind: "Endowed 
with intelligence, O Lord, I have known thee. . . .  I have learned 
sure and certain things regarding thy marvellous secrets, thanks 
to thy Holy Spirit."68 And "in the wisdom of thy knowledge didst 
thou establish their knowledge before they existed."69 The same 
thoughts preoccupy the author of the Manual of Discipline, who 
also asks, "Who is man . . . that he should take place before thy 
face. . . . How can the clay and the potter sit together; or who un
derstands thy wonderful plan of God?"70 The War Scroll supplies 
the answer: "For eternal glory he has chosen me, and for that he 
teaches me."71 The Way of Light itself is "the spirit of the under
standing of all the Plan. . . . Without thee nothing came into exis
tence—and he instructed me in all knowledge."72 Even the War 
Scroll recurs to the theme: "Thou hast engraven them," speaking 
of the elect of Israel, "on the Tablets of Life for Kingship . . .  in all the 
promised ages of the eternities."73 Hence if it should happen that 
the hosts of Israel are defeated in battle, one seeks the explanation
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where Job found it, in the economy of heaven; the ultimate vic
tory of the earthly hosts is assured by their close cooperation with 
the heavenly hosts, of which they are but a local extension:

He hath magnified the authority of Michael through 
eternal light, . . .  so as to raise amongst the angels the 
authority of Michael and the dominion of Israel amongst 
all flesh. And righteousness shall flourish in heaven 
while all those who embrace God's truth [on earth], 
shall have joy in the knowledge of eternal things. So,
Sons of the Covenant of God, be ye strong in God's cru
cible, until He shall lift up His hand and shall complete 
His testings [through] His mysteries with regard to 
your existence."74

This was the answer that Job received.
The oft-recurring statement that nothing exists whatever 

except in the will and plan of God has led scholars to see a con
nection not only of the Dead Sea Scrolls but of the Shabako Stone 
itself with the Gospel of John.75 One scholar's suggestion, that the 
logos may sometimes be translated "council," deserves closer con
sideration.76 If applied to the beginning verses of the Gospel of 
John, the passage would read: "In the beginning was the logos 
[council, discussion] and the logos was in the presence of God, 
and God was the logos. This was in the beginning in his presence. 
Everything was done [determined] by it, and without it not a 
single thing was created" (see John 1:1-3). Recently N. A. Dahl 
has shown that the early Christian conceived of salvation "as a 
counterpart to the beginnings of the world. . . .  As a divine act of 
creation, conforming to the creation of the world, eschatology 
and creation can be linked up with one another even in this 
way."77 Eschatology, that is, cannot be understood without pro- 
tology (Dahl uses the word), or an understanding of what took 
place in the beginning before the foundation of the world. The 
words of the early Christian Barnabas might have been taken 
right out of the Dead Sea Scrolls: "Praise the Lord who put wis
dom and intelligence (nous) in us for the understanding of his 
secrets. . . . Who understands the Plan (parabolem project) of the 
Lord save the wise one who knows and loves his Lord?"78 We 
have seen in the Pastor of Hermas that God's plan was "promised 
in the midst of great glory and rejoicing."79 The theme is as con
spicuous in the earliest Christian writings as in the Jewish, but 
after the fourth century the doctors of both religions rejected it 
completely.80
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The early Christian apocrypha are especially concerned with 
the opposition to the plan, which was also initiated at the foun
dation of the world. The combat between the powers of light and 
darkness enjoys a very conspicuous place in ritual, being one of 
the essential episodes of the worldwide creation drama of ancient 
times.81 In the scroll entitled The War between the Sons of Light and 
the Sons of Darkness, we have ample illustration of the ritual 
and doctrinal concern of the Jews for this motif, and the quotation 
just cited from that work shows that the embattled hosts on earth 
were but a local version of the War in Heaven.82 Satan, who op
posed the plan, led a rebellion and was cast out of heaven with his 
followers, to become an unwilling agent in the carrying out of the 
plan upon the earth. The name Mephistopheles, "der stets das 
Bose will, und stets das Gute schaft," denotes the ultimate frus
tration of the Evil One, who with the worst intent in the world, 
can only contribute to the exaltation of man by providing the op
position necessary for testing him in the time of probation upon 
the earth.83 In the early Christian apocrypha, Satan's rebellion in 
heaven begins not with a refusal to worship God, but with his 
refusal to bow down to Adam. "I have no need to worship Adam," 
he says in one early writing, "I will not worship an inferior and 
younger being. I am his senior in the Creation; before he was 
made I was already made. It is rather his duty to worship me! 
When the angels who were under me heard this, they refused to 
worship him also," and so the revolt was on.84 "Now, the Prince," 
says the recently d iscovered Papyrus Bodmer X, "not being right
eous wanted to be God"; he had his own counterplan to propose, 
and the apostates of the Church "actually accept the plan of the 
serpent whenever they reject God's plan."85 The two plans repre
sent the two ways that confront us in life, the devil himself hav
ing a definite mission on earth. "If I am a fisherman of men," says 
the Lord in the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles (a writing which 
Origen says is older than the Gospel of Luke),86 "the Devil is also 
a fisherman, who catches many in his nets. . . .  If I have come to 
take for my kingdom those who are mine, why should not he do 
the same?"87 The Evil One, upon meeting Adam out in the dreary 
world after the Fall, cries out: "O Adam, I was cast forth from my 
glory because of thee, and behold I have caused thee to be ex
pelled from paradise . . . because thou didst cause me to become 
a stranger to my home in heaven. Know thou that I shall never 
cease to contend against thee and all those who shall come after 
thee . . .  until I have taken them all down into Amente with me!"88
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The contrast and choice between the Way of Light and the 
Way of Darkness is made possible by Satan's presence upon the 
earth. "Homs has two heads/' says the famous seventeenth chap
ter of the Book of the Dead, "the one is truth, the other is s in ;. . . 
he gives truth to whoever brings truth to him, and sin he gives to 
whoever sins."89 The concept of this world as a double sphere of 
light and darkness, good and evil, war and peace, meets us in the 
earliest meaningful human documents, the prehistoric palette, 
seals, "standards," reliefs on temples, and designs on clay vessels. 
On these we find in dramatic opposition to the happy and orderly 
banquet scenes, rural charm, and religious processions opposing 
scenes of conflict, rapine, and military aggression.90 The contrast 
is shown on the shield of Achilles in the eighteenth book of the 
Iliad,91 and Hesiod in the eighth century BC reminds his wayward 
brother that two ways are always open to man: "O Perses, the bet
ter road of the two is that of Righteousness," the hard and narrow 
one.92 Evil upon the earth is not a dreadful mistake, as St. Augus
tine thought,93 for, as the Zohar says, "if God had not given men 
a double inclination to both good and bad, he would have been 
incapable either of virtue or of vice; but as it is he is endowed 
with a capacity for both."94 "All things have their opposites," says 
the old and mysterious Sefer Yetzira, "good and evil." It is "the 
good" which "marks out the evil," and vice versa.95 Hence in this 
world "we may live either by the Law of the Lord or the Law of 
Belial," according to the Testament of Naphthali,96 and though 
the Testament of Abraham announces the alarming news that for 
"seven thousand that walk on the road of perdition, there is 
hardly one soul that walks on the path of righteousness . . .  to find 
salvation."97 The presence of the two ways is a blessing, giving 
man a freedom of choice and opportunity for exaltation that 
makes him "envied of the angels."98 "Happy is the man," says 
Ben Sira, "who could have fallen away and did not fall away; who 
could have inflicted injury but did not do so. . . . Poured out be
fore thee are fire and water, stretch forth thy hand and take thy 
choice. . . . Life and death are before man, and that which he de- 
sireth shall be given him."99 This state of things, according to 
4 Ezra, was established when the Most High made the world and 
Adam, and is "the condition of the contest which every man who 
is born upon the earth must wage."100 The Manual of Discipline 
takes up the theme with zeal: "To these two ways all the children 
of men are born, and to these two divisions they are heirs; every 
one of them each in his generation, and in his time every man
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shares more or less in both of them."101 The whole human race, 
"all kinds of their spirits and their natures," are put to the same 
test, each in his own dispensation, "until the final appointed end- 
time." The real issue is never lost from sight, for Satan himself re
mains actively engaged:

And all the blows that smite them, (and) all the times 
of their distress, are because of the dominion of his 
malevolence [Angel of darkness: mastemah]. And all 
the spirits of his lot cause the sons of light to stumble; 
but the God of Israel and His Angel of truth succour all 
the sons of light. Truly, the spirits of light and darkness 
were made by Him; upon these (spirits) He has 
founded every work, upon their [counsels] every ser
vice, and upon their ways [every visitation. [Him]
God loves everlastingly, and delights in all his deeds 
forever.102

The main idea of "the plan which God laid down . . .  in the pres
ence of the First Angels for an eternal universal law," according to 
the Clementine Recognitions, is that "there shall be two king
doms placed upon the earth to stay there until judgment day,. . .  
and when the world was prepared for man it was so devised that 
. . . he would be free to exercise his own will, to turn to good 
things if he wanted them, or if not to turn to bad things."103 In the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and the earliest Christian writings this is ex
pressly designated as "the ancient Law of Liberty."104

The Didache, one of the oldest (discovered in 1873) Chris
tian writings known, begins with the words, "There are two roads, 
one of life and the other of death, and there is a great difference 
between the two," which difference it then proceeds to describe.105 
All the other so-called apostolic fathers are concerned with this 
doctrine, but one of the most striking expositions is in the newly 
found Gospel of Philip, a strongly flw/z-Gnostic work: "Light and 
Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers to one an
other. It is not possible to separate them from one another," in this 
world, that is, though in the next world where only the good is 
eternal this will not be so.106 This is the doctrine of "the Wintertime 
of the Just"; i.e., that while we are in this world men cannot really 
distinguish the righteous from the unrighteous, since in the win
tertime all trees are bare and look equally dead, "but when the 
Summertime of the Just shall come, then the righteous shall bear 
their leaves and fruit while the dead limbs of evil trees shall be 
cast into the fire."107 It is another aspect of the plan. "We believe
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that God organized all things in the beginning out of unformed 
matter/' says Justin Martyr, "for the sake of the human race, that 
they, if they prove themselves by their works to be worthy of his 
plan, having been judged worthy to return to his presence [so we 
believe], shall reign with him, having been made immortal and 
incorruptible. At the creation they themselves made the choice. . .  
and so were deemed worthy to live with him in immortality."108

There are many other areas of doctrine and important rites 
and ordinances set forth in the newly found writings and in the 
longer known texts which must now be reread and reconsidered 
in the light of recent discoveries. In time these are bound to exert 
some pressure to push out the walls of conventional Christian 
doctrine. But before the student gets involved in them it would be 
well to consider one issue which forces itself on the attention of 
every serious student of early Christianity and Judaism. We mean 
the problem of literalism. Just how literal are all these things sup
posed to be? What we have been talking about implies a different 
view of reality from that of conventional Christianity; it introduces 
as it were a third dimension into the purely two-dimensional pic
tures given us by scholastic philosophy and naturalism. The great 
difference between the Primitive Church and conventional Chris
tianity is that the two take different things literally.109 The history 
of Christian dogma has been one long process of accommodation 
and deeschatologizing by which one body of belief has been com
pletely displaced by another, eschatological reality being sup
planted by sacramental piety. The teachings with which we have 
been dealing in this paper definitely imply a level of reality above 
that of the allegory and symbolism of the schools of rhetoric 
which became the official teachers of Christianity. The early 
Christian literalism was an horrendum to the schoolmen, but the 
more we learn about the early church, the clearer it becomes that 
that very literalism is the d istinctive stamp not only of the Chris
tian religion but of the Jewish as well.110 Today scholars are being 
forced into a compromise. A recent study of Christ's forty-day 
ministry concludes: "What happened after our Lord's resurrec
tion was that He moved constantly back and forth between these 
two 'spaces' or worlds—the seen and the unseen. There is another 
world than this. It is not at some remote point in outer space. It 
exists side by side with this; . . .  it is the world of the spirit, and 
this is the world of matter."111 Here a rather surprising concession 
to literalism is made only to be promptly withdrawn as the "other 
world" turns out to be only the immaterial "spirit" world after all,
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in spite of all the pains to which the Lord went as He "moved con
tinually back and forth" between the two worlds to make per
fectly clear that He was not a spirit.

The earliest Christian apologist, Aristides, rejects spiritual 
or allegorical interpretations outright when his colleagues at 
Athens want to introduce them into their religious discussions. If 
religious stories are "mythical," he insists, "they are nothing but 
just so many words . . . but if they are allegorical they are simply 
myths and nothing else."112 Early Christians were not interested 
in myths or allegories. The youthful Clement leaves the schools 
of the philosophers in distress because they cannot answer what 
he considers the important questions of life: When was the 
world created? What was before that? Will a man really continue 
to live after death?113 Only Peter could answer such questions, 
and Peter opens his discourse by saying, "To begin with, we say 
unequivocally that there is nothing bad about material sub
stance."114 This was the absolute antithesis of the teachings of the 
schools; it was the Gnostic intellectuals who first insisted on de- 
materializing Christian doctrine, followed by the Neoplatonists. 
Between those two the attitude of Christian theology to literalism 
was given its fixed and permanent form. The Papyrus Bodmer X 
shows how early they attacked with their basic weapons: "They 
deny the resurrection, they are ashamed of the physical birth and 
death of the Lord."115 The charge is repeated by all the apostolic 
fathers and in all the oldest Christian apocrypha. "Christianity," 
wrote Schopenhauer, "has this peculiar disadvantage, that, unlike 
other religions, it is not a pure system of doctrine: its chief and es
sential feature is that it is a history, a series of events, a collection 
of facts."116

If the eschatological drama deals with real rather than alle
gorical events, part of those real events took place long ago and 
far away, but part of them are actually being acted out here upon 
the earth. If the saints were taught to think of themselves as out
casts in a hostile world, it just so happened that they were outcasts 
in a hostile world; one had only to look around to see that the pit- 
falls and dangers were real and physical as well as "spiritual." 
The faithful actually have found themselves more often than not 
holing up in the desert places of the world—Ernst Kasemann's 
"Wanderndes Gottesvolk" —and when they talked of being gath
ered out of the world and taking leave of it, they were thinking in 
the most factual and spatial terms.117 Even those learned doctors 
of the church who utterly deplored the old-fashioned literalistic
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ways of thinking constantly slip back to those ways themselves, 
especially in times of crisis; and the spiritual miracles, spiritual 
parousia, spiritual pilgrimage, spiritual temple, and spiritual Jeru
salem of the schoolmen never proved very satisfying to the Chris
tian mind, which displays a constant tendency to revert to the 
tangible article whenever possible—even the great doctors prefer 
the dinner to the menu, when they can get it!118 Today a return to 
literalism is part of the expanding gospel.

But there is ambiguity here. Take, for example, the business 
of light and darkness. In the thousands of passages contrasting 
the two they are most of the time quite plainly figurative. Yet 
the shining garments of heavenly beings, as of Jesus at the Trans
figuration, are real; and so is the darkness: "As every man's nature 
in this life is dark," says Enoch, "so are also his conception, birth, 
and departure from life."119 When in the Pastor of Hermas, the 
church is described as a tower built above the water, we are told 
that the tower is a symbol, but that the water is very real: no one 
can enter the typological tower without passing through real 
water.120 From this we see that rites and ordinances present an 
ambiguous situation, with some things to be taken literally and 
done literally and others figuratively. But in our ancient texts the 
reader is rarely left in doubt as to which is which; it is only the 
doctors of the church, all men of the schools, who insist on mini
mizing the literal at the expense of the allegorical. Once one 
comes to understand, Origen assures us, that the historical parts 
of the Bible are to be understood symbolically, the historical inter
pretation of the whole becomes not only expendable but actually 
misleading, and should be abandoned altogether!121

The mixing of types and images with reality is of the very 
essence of our life upon the earth, where we see through a glass 
but darkly. In the scriptures and the Apocrypha we are told of 
things that are real and yet too wonderful for us even to imagine 
here, let alone describe; we simply can't conceive them: "Eye hath 
not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of 
man, the things which God hath prepared" (1 Corinthians 2:9). 
Consequently, if these things are to be mentioned at all, it must be 
in terms of types and images which are not real. Yet the types and 
images are not for that reason to be despised.

A valuable commentary on this theme is supplied in the 
newly discovered Gospel of Philip: "Truth did not come into the 
world naked, but she came clothed in types and images. One can
not receive the truth in any other way."122 The solid reality behind
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the images can only be known through apocatastasis, or restora
tion to a former state.123 If people do not receive the ordinances 
here, we are told, they will not enjoy the real thing hereafter.124 
Marriage, for example, has a different form in the next world 
to what it has here;125 but only by entering it here will one be 
allowed to enter it there: "If anyone does not receive it while he is 
in this world, he will not receive it in the other place."126 So it 
is with all the ordinances: he who has not mastered "the places" 
here "will not be able to be master of that place."127 "The mysteries 
of the truth are revealed as types and images" here, while "the 
veil conceals how God really governs the physical creation."128 
The rending of the veil is not the abolition but the revelation of 
what is behind it, "in order that we might enter into the truth of 
it. . . . We enter in our weakness through despised symbols,"129 
but enter we must, for who does not "receive the light" through 
these ordinances "will not receive it in the other place," while he 
who does receive it "cannot be held back, and will be beyond the 
reach of all his enemies even in this world. And when the time 
comes for him to go out of this world he has already received the 
truth in the images."130

If one makes a sketch of a mountain, what is it? A few lines 
on a piece of paper. But there is a solid reality behind this poor 
composition; even if the tattered scrap is picked up later in a 
street in Tokyo or a gutter in Madrid, it still attests to the artist's 
experience of the mountain as a reality. If the sketch should be 
copied by others who have never seen the original mountain, it 
still bears witness to its reality. So it is with the apocryphal writ
ings: most of them are pretty poor stuff, and all of them are copies 
of copies. But when we compare them we cannot escape the im
pression that they have a real model behind them, more faithfully 
represented in some than in others. All we ever get on this earth, 
Paul reminds us, is a distorted reflection, but it is a reflection of 
things that really are. Since we are dealing with derivative evi
dence only, we are not only justified but required to listen to all 
the witnesses, no matter how shoddy some of them may be. For 
years the evidence of the Egyptians, Greeks, Babylonians, and so on 
has been brought into court as a powerful refutation of the Bible's 
claims to originality and inspiration. Their voices do indeed refute 
the claim of conventional Christianity to the absolute originality 
and exclusive inspiration of the Bible, but the Bible itself never 
made such claims.131 What the outside texts prove is the antiquity 
and universality of the gospel and its central position in the
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whole history of civilization. It is not a local or tribal tradition on 
the one hand, nor is it the spontaneous expression of evolving 
human intelligence on the other. It is the common heritage of all 
ancient civilizations, battered, corrupted, and distorted in most 
cases, to be sure, but always recognizable in its main features and 
much too ingenious and elaborate to be the product of indepen
dent discovery.132

But what are we to make of pagans possessing the gospel, 
and that from the most ancient times? We did not say they had it 
but only that their records testify to it. If we examine those 
records we soon discover that all that their authors possess are 
mere fragments which they do not pretend to understand. For 
them all those elements of the gospel that fit so perfectly into the 
account of things given in the story of the redemption are but 
distant traditions, shattered remnants of a forgotten structure, 
completely mystifying odds and ends that once meant something 
but whose meaning can now only be guessed at. This attitude to 
the heritage of the past may fairly be called the basic mood of 
Egyptian religion. In the seventeenth chapter of the Book of the 
Dead, to which we have already referred, the question is regu
larly asked, "What does this mean?" and fourteen times when an 
answer is supplied, it is with the reservation that "others say" it 
means something else. From the earliest times, "the impression 
made on the modern mind" by the Egyptians, according to I. E. S. 
Edwards, "is that of a people searching in the dark for a key to 
truth . . . retaining all lest perchance the appropriate one should 
be lost."133 They know there is a key, that is, but they also know 
they do not have it. It would be easy to show that the keynote of 
the literature and religion of all ancient people who have left us 
their records, with the exception of Israel, is one of pessimism and 
despair. We would only have to quote the authors of the standard 
literary histories of the various nations to make that clear.134 Israel 
escaped both that pessimism and fatalism by being constantly 
reminded by the prophets of the great preexistent plan that lies 
behind everything that happens. This we believe to be the most 
significant element in the expanding gospel.
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